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Robots for the people, by the people: Personalizing
human-machine interaction
Caitlyn Clabaugh* and Maja Matarić
Multimodal, interactive, and multitask machine learning can be applied to personalize human-robot and human-
machine interactions for the broad diversity of individuals and their unique needs.

by the greater robotics and ML research
communities.
Fortunately, in the era of big data, human-
machine interactions are abundant; people
regularly interact with computational models,
whether hidden behind their favorite digital
media websites or overtly powering interactions with AI assistants in their homes.
Twenty-first century users, willingly or unknowingly, trade their personal data for “free”
services. As a result, personalized robotic and
virtual agent services to improve quality of
life are becoming a reality in industry—
commercially available instances include
Woebot, the therapeutic chatbot based on
cognitive behavior therapy, and Catalia
Health’s robotic medication-adherence coach,
Mabu. However, many open challenges remain in leveraging these data to better understand and interact with human users over
time, including the inherent noisiness of
real-world data, the broad spectrum of individuals’ needs and preferences, unintended
model bias, privacy and security barriers,
and the trade-offs between learning more
personalized or generalizable models of HRI.
To address these challenges, it is essential
for the paradigms of multimodal, interactive,
and multitask ML to be applied to and evaluated in real-world assistive settings.
Human interaction is inherently multimodal: While interacting, we are continually
producing and interpreting a rich mixture
of data. Depending on the data sources and
modalities available, one may recognize a
friend’s joy from an audio signal such as
laughter, a visual image of the friend’s smile,
a video showing the friend’s expressive body
language, or symbolic information such as a
happy emoji sent by the friend. The paradigm of multimodal ML integrates features
from multiple modalities to build more comprehensive models of human communication
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such that they are more robust to personal
differences and real-world noise (2). In research, multimodal ML has been successfully
applied to affect recognition, prediction of
various psychological disorders, and more
classical computer vision tasks like image
classification. Yet, most of today’s conversational and interactive agents (e.g., AI assistants and chatbots) are unimodal, relying on
voice only. Although the composition and the
joint representation of multiple modalities
yield many technical challenges, models that
include a range of communicational features
are well-situated for understanding and personalizing to human interaction in real-world
environments.
The more modalities or features considered by a ML model, the more examples, computational power, and memory are needed
to learn to discriminate between those features. Recent advances in deep learning accept this “curse of dimensionality” and train
on massive amounts of data. For instance,
one deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithm out of Google’s DeepMind, AlphaGo
Zero, was trained on 29 million example
games, learning through millions of trials
and errors to master the strategy game Go (3).
Although this is a significant instance of RL
solving problems with high complexity, the
complexity of Go is far from that of real-world
human interaction, which is multimodal,
noisy, incomplete, stochastic, contextual, and
difficult to obtain data for at scale. The paradigm of interactive ML (IML) offers one
solution: leverage input from human users
and domain experts to further inform, guide,
and expedite the ML process (4). Research
in interactive RL (IRL) or policy shaping has
shown that direct human feedback, even if
infrequent and inconsistent, improves policy
optimization (5). In addition, studies in HRI
have shown that transparency, such as a robot’s
confession of its own incompetence or request for advice, could increase the robot’s
likeability and the human-robot relationship
by the Pratfall Effect (6). Thus, by applying
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New frontiers in human-centered robotics
and artificial intelligence (AI) hold the potential to realize a human-machine symbiosis
similar to that envisioned by the world’s first
computer programmer, Ada Lovelace, in the
early 19th century. Today’s robots aim to
assist humans in a variety of contexts with
tasks ranging from the purely functional, such
as manufacturing, to the truly personal, such
as in-home assistance. Advances in AI, and
more specifically machine learning (ML),
equip robots with increasingly powerful
mechanisms for understanding and interacting with the world. More recently, these
mechanisms are being developed to understand and to interact with humans in longterm, real-world settings, exposing many
challenges and opportunities to learn from
and for the diversity of humanity.
The field of human-robot interaction (HRI)
is a multidisciplinary field that seeks to
understand and to develop technologies to
support robots’ coexistence with humanity.
Grounded in humanist values, a subset of
HRI focuses on robots that improve individuals’ quality of life; such research includes
medical haptics, rehabilitation robotics, and
socially assistive robotics (SAR). SAR specifically aspires to supplement and augment
the efforts of educators, parents, caregivers,
and clinicians through combined applications
of engineering, computer science, and social
science (1). The field has shown that human-
robot partnerships can mitigate critical health
challenges that require socially mediated, personalized, long-term support, such as special
needs education, elderly care, and rehabilitation. Human learning, development, and
care all follow nonlinear trajectories unique
to each individual. Computational personalization of HRI to the hidden and continuously
changing needs of individual users presents
real-world complexities that are largely avoided
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knowledge sharing across users. The advancement and the proper application of these
paradigms require greater collaboration between the fields of ML and HRI. Only through
such multidisciplinary efforts can human-
propelled and human-centered personalization democratize the design and development
of emerging technologies for all people.
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be transferred to or
shared between its interactions with similar users. MTL for HRI
may enable robots to
more readily and intelligently interact with
new users, avoiding
the adverse effects of
Feedback
failed social interaction, even if using a
data-hungry method
such as RL. MTL and
multimodal ML have
Transparency
been applied to automatically recognize
engagement in chilShared
dren with autism speca
trum disorders (ASD)
v
(8), and we are currentp
ly studying its application in conjunction
a
with RL to personalize
v
long-term, in-home
p
SAR for children with
ASD (9). ASD is a dea
velopmental disorder
v
defined by a wide varip
ety of symptom combiFig. 1. Personalizing human-machine interactions. The paradigms of multinations and severities
modal, interactive, and multitask ML could enable robots to personalize their interrelated to social and
actions with human users by integrating a broad spectrum of modalities of human
communication skills;
communication, including interactive feedback from human users and sharing
thus, inductive transknowledge across multiple, similar users.
fer of HRI strategies
across children must
the “human-in-the-loop” approach of IML, be particularly sensitive. Going beyond classical
robots could simultaneously leverage and fos- MTL applications, it is important to careter their human relationships.
fully define the relatedness or transferability
Another ML paradigm that has gained trac- between users to avoid detrimental inductive
tion in solving complex problems is multitask or model bias toward personalizing HRI.
learning (MTL). Whereas many applications
As advances in robotics and AI affect inof ML optimize for a singular problem or task, creasingly more personal environments and
MTL optimizes for more than one, preserv- sensitive human needs, it is paramount to
ing aspects of what is learned for one task consider how human interactions can and
and transferring it to a related task (7). MTL should shape technology. The paradigms of
has been applied to a wide range of problem multimodal, interactive, and multitask ML
domains from personalized affective comput- hold promise for addressing the open chaling to object manipulation in robotics. MTL lenges in personalizing human-robot and
may be similarly applied to personalized HRI human-machine interactions through the inacross many different users; a robot’s knowl- clusion of a broad spectrum of communicative
edge of how to interact with one user could modalities, interactive user feedback, and
Audio (a)
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